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Autumn rolls around again, and it’s time for
the last issue of Inside Eyke for this year.
There have been the usual convivial goingson at the Elephant & Castle, including a very
successful mini-Oktoberfest or German
Night during which, as the above photograph
suggests, your editor found himself liberally
refreshed and in excellent company. Who
were those two mysterious Mädchen, I
wonder? (See the back page for picture
pictures.)
Fast approaching, too, is the competitive
series of Quiz Nights against the White Lion
in Lower Ufford. There will be two home legs
and two away, seeing us right through to the
New Year. Please see Ian or Sandra if you’re
feeling brainy (or at least have some brainy
friends) and you’d like to enter a team.
Our cover story this issue features a most
extraordinary woman with an Eyke
connection – Isabelle Abu-Hejleh’s great,
great aunt Flora.
The tale of the Suffolk woman who ended
up fighting with the Serbs in the Balkans in
World War I is such a romantic and unlikely
one that it almost seems to belong more to a
television mini-series than to real life.
Her Serbian comrades knew her as “the
lovely sergeant”, and Isabelle will continue
telling her story in the next issue.

We also feature, amongst other things,
some ruminations on the connection
between King Raedwald and Eyke, an
account of a pilgrimage to Santiago de
Compostela and a note about the Eyke
Millennium book. We plan to publish a
short article in each issue from now on with
an update on the people who were featured
in that book; we start with the Whitmores,
and if you featured in the book and would
like to write and tell us how things have
changed since 2000, then we would be
delighted to hear from you.
Alternatively, drop me an email or a note
and we will arrange for someone to come
and interview you at home, and even take
some photographs if you’re feeling brave
enough.
As always, we welcome contributions of
any kind, or even just suggestions for things
that you think we might cover.
A magazine of this kind relies by its very
nature on people being willing to get
involved, in a big or a
Volunteers and contributions to
small way, so please
Tim Marr 3 Ufford Road, Eyke
let us know if you
t.marr123@gmail.com
have anything that
Next edition February
Final date for submissions
you think might
9 January 2015
interest your fellow
Design Aardvark Multimedia
villagers.
www.virtualaardvark.com
Printing Gipping Press
Meanwhile, I hope
Images by Simon Sutch
you enjoy perusing
this issue of Inside
Eyke. Best wishes to
all. ...❉ Tim

If you use Facebook, visit www.facebook.com/eykesuffolk to get the
latest on Inside Eyke and let us know any ideas you have
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Air Ambulance Lottery could you be a winner?
Would you like the opportunity to win
£25,000, AND help to save lives at the same
time? For just £1 per week, you can enter the
East Anglian Air Ambulance Lottery and be
in with a chance of winning one of the 18
cash prizes available in each weekly draw,
from £50 to £1,000.
You will also be automatically entered into
the accumulator prize which increases by
£500 a week until it's won — up to a

A COPSE FOR EYKE REC
When you next visit Eyke recreation ground
you will see a big change. The Woodland
Trust have been running a scheme
throughout this year offering free saplings to
schools and communities across the
country. In early November Mrs. Scurrell,
headmistress of Eyke primary school,
received 105 mixed saplings which were
planted in one corner of the recreation
ground on Saturday 8th. November.
We were fortunate and the morning was
sunny and bright with a fresh breeze
blowing. Somewhere in the region of 30
people turned up to help with planting –
mums, dads, babies, grandparents and a
scattering of excited but well behaved dogs.
Everything went like a dream and it even
rained late in the day to help water in the
young trees.
Canes and spirals to protect the saplings
from rabbits were supplied by The Woodland
Trust and a wonderful heap of manure to be
used as mulch by John Fleming who has been
immensely supportive and to whom we are
truly grateful.
The children were so eager to assist with
the planting process but best of all they loved
the heap – as you will see from the photo! A
memorable morning was had by all.
The children of Eyke school are excited
about the new copse which they will all have
4

whopping £25,000! Recently the
accumulator reached an incredible £15,500!
Supporting the East Anglian Air Ambulance
Lottery is one of the easiest and most
sustainable ways to keep us flying and saving
lives in the region. The EAAA lottery
contributes to around 45% of the charities
income, so it is essential to continue the
lifesaving work. Playing could not be more
simple. You can buy membership online or
download a form on our website:
www.eaaa.org.uk or just give us a call on
01603 489400. (Players must be 16 or over).

the opportunity
to name as Mrs.
Scurrell plans to
hold a naming
competition.
The object is for
the children to
relate to the
copse as theirs
as well as
giving them a
responsibility
towards maintaining it. There will be regular
visits in order to keep the young trees free
from weeds as well as checking stakes and
animal protection.
We anticipate losing a fair number of
saplings during the first year but these can
eventually be replaced by young trees that I,
parents and the school are growing.
Most children have already taken planted
acorns, horse chestnuts etc. to the school
nursery, hopefully some will sprout next
spring. Mind you, next spring seems an
eternity to a small child.
Hopefully, the copse will give some new
life to the recreation ground and,who
knows, some of those children now
attending Eyke primary school may be
taking their children to the copse in twenty
years time. Let's hope so. ❉
Judy Clements, Tree Warden

Local MP Thérèse Coffey swapped the
green benches of Westminster one
October lunchtime for a bench at the
Elephant & Castle, where she was
available to talk to her Eyke constituents.
She and her entourage of helpers spent
less than an hour at the pub, then had to
be off to meet and greet elsewhere.
Had she stayed for an evening session,
perhaps some of the pub's loyal coterie of
Ipswich Town supporters could have
called in to discuss what a website calls
her 'avid' support for Liverpool FC...

Gypsy Tart Maria Hassan
After giving you a healthy option last time round,
now I’ve decided to blow it and write the recipe for
Gypsy Tart.What can I say...? It's delicious, naughty
but nice and incredibly easy. The new menus at
school have arrived and include Toffee Cream Pie,
not dissimilar to Gypsy Tart. Lucky children.
Ingredients
Makes 3 x 20cm tarts
500g light brown soft sugar
410g evaporated milk
3 shop-bought 20cm pastry cases

taste testing, it shouldn't be gritty. If gritty,
keep whisking.

Method
Prep: 30min Cook: 5min Extra time: 2hr
resting Ready in: 2hr35min

5. After 5 minutes, check tarts by giving a
little shake. If it wobbles give it another 3
minutes. Now turn off the oven and leave the
tarts in there to cool.

4. Pour the mixture in the pastry cases and
put in the oven for 5 minutes.

1. Preheat oven to 170 C / Gas 3.
2. Break the sugar up in a bowl and with the
whisk on low gradually add the milk.
3. Once all the milk has been added turn up
the whisk to high and whisk for 15 minutes.
You need a good moussey consistency. When

Tip 1 Just keep whisking - you can't over mix
this! - I've whisked for 30 minutes before the
sugar dissolved...
Tip 2 Any brown sugar will do, but not white
or demerara.
Tip 3 To make enough for one tart - 150g
evaporated milk to 183g sugar.
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over the world.
The value of a pilgrimage is
that it offers time for reflection,
and an emphasis on the basic
matters of survival. Returning
to Eyke, I felt refreshed and fit
and pleased to see that
pilgrimage is alive and well in our
beautiful corner of Suffolk. ❉
Janna McKendrick

Buen
Camino

I

n Eyke’s village church, All Saints, you
may have seen a small volume entitled
The Wilford Peninsula Pilgrimage. In it are
descriptions of the 18 historic churches in
our beautiful part of Suffolk, with
suggestions for short pilgrimages between
them, with opportunities for reflection while
walking or cycling through our Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty.
The front cover of the booklet shows a
scallop shell, the emblem of St James (Sant
Iago or Santiago), and traditionally worn by
pilgrims making their way to his tomb at
Santiago de Compostela in Galicia, northwest Spain. The pilgrimage routes are still
followed by many and are known as
‘caminos’, the Spanish for ‘walks’ or ‘ways’.
In May this year, I walked the Camino Inglés
(English Way), so-called as English pilgrims
sailed to north-western Spain in the past and
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walked from there. This camino starts in El
Ferrol, and meanders up hill and down dale
to Santiago. My companion and I allowed
ourselves a leisurely nine days to complete
the 120km (75 miles).
Pilgrims who have walked at least 100km
are awarded a certificate, on production of a
‘credencial’ document with at least two
stamps per day from establishments along
the way. Our stamps of choice were from
churches, but unlike our local Suffolk
churches, sadly many were locked. Stamps
from bars and restaurants were fortunately
equally valid.
There are many routes to Santiago, perhaps
the best known being the Camino Francés
starting at St Jean Pied de Port in the
Pyrenean foothills, and the subject of the
film ‘The Way’. Current-day pilgrims are less
likely to take a donkey or horse with them,
though surprisingly there is still a small
number who do.
Scallop-shaped waymarks are positioned
to guide pilgrims along the way. The locals
were charming, and always happy to point
out the route on the few occasions we’d

taken a wrong turning. A cheery ‘Buen
camino’ (have a good walk)
encourages fellow pilgrims on
their way.
The 12-mile walks I’d
completed beforehand in Suffolk
stood me in good stead. Even
though the terrain is very
different, I was prepared for the
occasional long slog up a steep
hill. We passed through fields,
eucalyptus forests, sleepy
hamlets, in all a very peaceful
environment, and rather like going back in
time. I was able to use a little newly-learned
Spanish, though the rural communities
communicate largely in Gallego, the
language of Galicia.
People complete pilgrimages for a variety of
reasons. In pre-Christian times, they walked
to Santiago and beyond to the Costa del
Morte (Coast of Death) to see the sun going
down over where they thought was the end
of the world – hence its name,
Finisterre. Since then Santiago has been
traditionally a Christian destination, but
increasingly pilgrims are now walking for
their own personal reasons, with many
having no specifically religious purpose.
Whatever one’s personal beliefs, the sight
of the ‘botafumeiro’, the huge incenseholder at Santiago cathedral, being swung
the length of the cathedral at the Pilgrims’
Mass, is incredible. It takes half-a-dozen
priests to control it with ropes and pulleys.
We felt a wonderful sense of community
sharing the experience with pilgrims from all
7
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Above, Flora in sher single cylinder Sizaire-Naudin,
circa 1910

Flora’s Story

Frontline Flora
Isabelle Abu-Hejleh recounts the tale of her great, great Aunt Flora

I

one of them was a 40-year-old
n the autumn of 1915 the
woman from Suffolk Shivering in
Bulgarians had sided with
the bitter cold sleep came as a
the Germans against the
blessed release.
British Allied Serbs. Both sides
At daybreak, with a crack of rifle
were fighting bitterly for land
fire, the Bulgarians announced
they each believed to be theirs by
their presence and the sleeping
historical right.
soldiers jumped to attention.
The Bulgarians had seized the
Racing towards the enemy, but
strategically important town of
unable to seem them due to the
Monastir but by November 1916
thick mist, they hurled themselves
the Serbs, after a series of vicious
on the ground, guns at the ready.
battlers, had ver nearly
Flora at 22, painted by a
family member
Just then a group of Bulgarians
recaptured it.
emerged out of the fog a few steps away and
Now on a freezing winter night, after days
a grenade was hurled into their midst.
of intense fighting, the Serbian army took
their positions on the mountainside in
Macedonia and waited. Dressed alike in their
Excerpt from A Fine Brother: The Life of
blue and khaki uniforms and half-covered in
Captain Flora Sandes by Louise Miller
snow, you would never have guessed that
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I have always felt proud of my great, great
aunt Flora. I wonder what she would of
thought of the account given of her as
‘Badass of the week’ on the internet.
Flora Sandes, granddaughter of a
Protestant irish Bishop, was born in 1874.
The youngest of eight, she spent much of
her childhood and teens in Marlesford,
Suffolk, where father was rector of the
village church.
As a girl, and known as ‘the brat’ by her
siblings, Flora’s great regret was they she
hadn’t been born a boy. A boy’s options in life
were so much more exciting than what was
traditionally expected of a girl’s in those
days. She envied them for their freedom and
opportunities.Although she collected recipes
as a child and as a teenager recorded her
weight on the couch house wall (still to be
seen today), she would far rather be shooting
or riding in the beautiful Suffolk countryside.
Later on, she was the proud owner of a
French racing car. She was far more
interested in this than any unfortunate man
that took a fancy to her, and many a
romantic liaison soon came to an end, one of
them with a serious but not fatal car crash.
Her father was in despair over her lack of
‘success’. Her parents sent her to a finishing

school to try to make a lady of her. At least,
here, she proved to be a great linguist, which
would prove useful in the not so far future.
After moving to London, Flora learnt to type
as a means of seeing the world. it was while
travelling in America that she suddenly
found herself taking on her nephew, whose
mother had sadly died and whose father had
no intention of looking after him.
Her nephew Dick grew very fond of his
eccentric and exuberant aunt, who was
known to have made him sleep outside in the
snow to ‘toughen him up’ so that he could
see what it was like.
Flora was back in London by the time war
threatened in 1914 and saw it as a means of
getting away from England, but moreover, an
opportunity for adventure, she joined FANY the First Air Nursing Yeomanry, and later The
Women’s Sick and Wounded Convoy Core.
On August 12th 1914 Flora found herself on
Victoria Station with six other nurses and
their leader, Madam Grouitch, wife of the
Serbian Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Armed with a rubber bath, a sleeping bag, a
camp bed, warm clothing, a first aid kit, hot
water bottle, sheath knife, revolver and a few
thousand cigarettes, here she was, off to
Serbia to nurse the wounded and to
adventure. ❉
To Be Continued...
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houghts about local history led me
towards the end of the summer to
‘Rendlesham Rediscovered’, the
exhibition of items found by archaeologists
at Rendlesham which was held recently at
the exhibition centre at Sutton Hoo.
I had the good fortune to be accompanied
on this visit not only by my friend Robin
Pooley, but by his friend, Dr Tom (or Steven)
Plunkett, an expert on all matters AngloSaxon, and indeed one of the original
academic team behind the Exhibition Hall at
Sutton Hoo in the first place (which is not to
say that he agrees entirely with the way it
turned out...)
The fine translations of passages from
Beowulf which adorn the Hall are his, and he
has a wonderful feel for how the AngloSaxons viewed the world. His spirited and
informed commentary as we went along
made for a splendid day out, not to mention
quite a learning experience, for Robin and
me. Tom also, incidentally, wrote the

line from the beginning of the journey to its
end: and this route does indeed pass, as the
British Museum’s Rupert Bruce-Mitford
suggested it might some decades ago,
through ‘the lower part of the village of Eyke’.
The ‘low road’ is an ancient one, part of it just
footpath across fields, much of it vanished,
but part of it is still of course known by that
name.
The possible connection with Eyke is just
that – a possible connection, not a proven
one. But it is fascinating and intriguing, and
for those who like to let their historical
imagination off the leash once in a while, it
conjures the delicious vision of a solemn
funeral procession, bearing the body of a
great and beloved king towards the long ship
that will be his final resting place, passing
slowly along Eyke’s Low Road. ❉ Tim Marr

Eyke & King Raedwald

ELECTRICAL LTD

www.bayfields.co.uk
email: kevin@bayfields.co.uk
Do you have any electrical problems?

introduction to the Eyke millennium book,
mentioned elsewhere in this issue.
What do the new finds tell us, and why are
they relevant to Inside Eyke? The answer lies
in a mixture of archaeology, historical
deduction, geophysics and local geography.
For many years it had been known that King
Raedwald – by far the most likely subject of
the ship burial discovered at Sutton Hoo in
1939 – had his great hall at Rendlesham, but
it had never been established exactly where.
But finally, the repeated presence of metal
detectorists (both ‘night hawkers’ and the
rather more respectable kind) on the
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Naunton Hall estate between Rendlesham
and Campsea Ashe alerted the
archaeologists to the fact that there was
something of real interest (and value) there.
The subsequent excavation produced large
numbers of coins showing links to places as
far afield as the Frankish kingdom and the
eastern Roman empire, worked objects like
brooches and decorated sword scabbards,
scales and weights – proof, in other words,
that this was a high-status settlement,
where trade, industry and even diplomacy
were carried on. In Tom’s words, this is ‘the
summit and the climax’.

This was Raedwald’s Rendlesham, and it
was at the centre of an important and highly
populated area at a time of tumultuous
cultural and social change.
When Raedwald died in about 645, his body
would have been carried in procession to the
burial site south-west of Rendlesham at
Sutton Hoo; there the long ship, probably
dragged up the hill from the river Deben,
awaited him. But what route did the burial
procession take?
Now that we know with greater confidence
where the royal settlement of Rendlesham is
likely to have stood, we can draw a kind of

We are an

registered company

We have experienced engineers who
are able to cover every type of
electrical work, including:
• Domestic • Commercial
• Industrial • Test & Inspection
Please give us a call
01728 746 949
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The

Eyke Book

‘‘

A real village –
and Eyke
certainly is
one – should have a
long past, a flourishing
present, and an identity
for the future.”

Dr Steven Plunkett MA

PhD(Cantab) FSA. Foreword

to the Eyke Book
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Back in 1999, a group of people got together
and sent out a questionnaire to all houses in
the village asking for ideas on how to
celebrate the millennium.
One of the most popular was to produce a
book about Eyke, its history, houses,
businesses, people who lived here in the
past, and most importantly, the people living
here as the old millennium gave way to the
new: a detailed picture of a real, working
village and its inhabitants at an important
moment in history.
With a generous grant from the
Millennium Fund (after much form-filling!)
and a terrific response from villagers, who
supplied information, reminiscences, and
lots of photographs, the end result was
launched at the fete in July 2000. Every child
in the village up to the age of 16 was given a
copy, and each household received one.
We also provided some free to local
libraries, and to a few other organisations
and individuals. Beyond that, we were at
liberty to sell them, which we did for a
modest £5.00 each. As long as stocks lasted,
we gave one to each new family or individual
coming to live in the village.

We were quite surprised by the interest the
book caused: Karen Watson gave an
interview to Radio Suffolk, we received a very
favourable review from a local history
society, and a local bookshop requested
copies to sell. We know that copies found
their way all over the world, and we received
some enquiries from people researching
their family trees, as well.
The book's success has had a further
benefit, too. In unexpectedly boosting the
Millennium Group's bank balance, it has
helped to support other village events: pot
luck suppers, over 60s lunches, hog roasts,
including the one to celebrate Queen's
Diamond Jubilee, and has paid for the lights
for the Christmas Tree outside the church.
At the time, we had not bargained on how
the production of the book would take over
our waking hours for the best part of a year,
but in the end, the legacy it has left behind
was worth every moment. ❉

Issue 16 Summer 2014 Missed it?
All editions of Inside Eyke are available to
download in pdf (low resolution) version at
http://eyke.onesuffolk.net

FROM THE BOOK March 4th 1999
was to be a big day for the Whitmore
family, as Mervyn and Ann, their son
Adrian (Adi) and friend Dianne, flew to
the USA to celebrate the wedding of
their daughter, Deb, and Jack.
Ann recalls... “The meeting in Miami
was very emotional: we then had a
two-hour motor journey to Jupitor,
Florida, where the other half of the
family were waiting: our eldest
daughter Carol, with our
granddaughters Bree, Norell and
Shannon and my sister Rosie. What a
reunion! We chattered into the small
hours: it had been many years since
our family had been together in one
place. March 6th was Deb and Jack’s
wedding day, and what a day it was, a
red letter day, plus a holiday for the
“old un” and me to remember the rest
of our lives.” See the next page to see
where they are now...
13
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Eyke Book revisited
Where are they now?
By Jackie Pooley

I

t’s hard to believe that it's 15 years since
we started researching for the book, and
although the village itself remains very
much the same, the passage of time has
seen people come and go. But what about
some of those who are still here – what has
happened in their lives over these years?

grandparents and this year Norelle and her
husband Ryan visited the “old 'uns” in Eyke.
Rosie, who lives in Fort Walton Beach,
Florida, very sadly lost her husband in a car
crash some years ago, but she has a son, Al,
who lives not too far away from her.
Dianne, of course, lives in Eyke, and is a
grandmother herself.
And what of the main subjects of the
picture? Debbie and Jack live in Palm City,
Florida. Jack has now retired from the
nuclear industry, and Debbie works as a PA to

Maria
Creasey

Mobile
hairdresser
Have your hair done
in the comfort of
your home
Tel 01394 380 541

The Whitmore family wedding.
A half page picture in the book shows
Mervyn and Ann Whitmore, who had flown
to Florida in March 1999, for their daughter
Debbie's wedding, with Debbie and her new
husband Jack Hoffman, their other daughter
Carol with her daughters Bree, Norelle and
Shannon, the youngest probably only 6 or so,
their son Adrian (Adi), Ann's sister, Rosie and
Debbie's friend Dianne Richardson.
What a reunion it must have been, as Ann
and Mervyn celebrated having their far
flung family together to celebrate such a
happy occasion. Over the years, only Adi has
moved a little closer: he now lives in
Glasgow with his partner Jo,where they both
work for the Epilepsy Service. In Ann and
Mervyn's terms it is almost next door, as Adi
had lived much further afield, in Bangladesh
and Ecuador, while working as a plumber
with VSO.
Carol lives in Mobile, Alabama, and
manages a restaurant. Her daughters are
now grown up and Bree has two sons of her
own – making Ann and Mervyn great
14

a lawyer. It was such a pleasure to see them
when they visited England this summer –
especially as they came to Eyke Fete, where
so many people who remembered Debbie as
a young girl were delighted to see them.
Ann and Mervyn have now put away their
travelling shoes, but that doesn't mean their
lives have slowed down much. Ann has
cleaning jobs which keep her busy, along
with being a member of Hollesley W.I. and
Wickham Market Flower Club and once a
week she takes a lady swimming at the
physiotherapy practice at Pettistree. Mervyn
still works hard fund raising for various
charities through his recycling efforts, and is
a very long standing Parish Councillor,
always ready to undertake any practical task
to help the village. It is largely thanks to both
Ann and Mervyn that the Church is open on
a daily basis for visitors, making sure
between them that it is unlocked in the
morning and locked up again safely at night.
Mervyn is adamant that they won't be
leaving “ol' England” again: there is too much
to keep them occupied here. ❉
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German Night, Elephant & Castle 4 October 2014
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